
Sega CD 
SONIC CD. 

Action / Adv. 

SONIC CONTOL INFORMATION 

Super Sonic Spin Attack: Hold the D-pad down while Sonic is running. 

Super Peel Out: Make Sonic stand still, then hold the D-pad up and press 
Buttons A, B, or C.Release the D-pad to make sonic run 

quickly. Sonic can be damaged if touched by an enemy. 

Super Spin Dash: Make Sonic stand still, then hold the D-pad down and press 
A, B, or C. Release the D-pad to have Sonic rool into a ball 

and shoot down the path. Sonic can not be damaged while 
spinning in a ball. 

Note: In order to make the future safe from dr. Robotnik, you must go back to the past and look 
for two things. There is going to be a machine making a hologram of Metal Sonic kicking one of 
Sonic's animal friends. If you jump on the machine that is projecting the image, that is half of 
your good future. The other half is a machine that kind of looks like a gray cage with yellow 
lightning for bars. If you destroy both of these contraptions, you will make a good future in that 
zone. When you make the first two zones of every stage into good futures and you collect all 
seven Time Stones from the special stages, you will be able to see the cool ending for Sonic CD. 

LEVEL WALK THROUGH 

Palmtree Panic 
Zone I 

When you start on this level, run to the right on the platform you start on. Go down the hill, 
looking out for the mosquitoes. Gain some speed, and run up the ledge so the screen turns shoots 
sonic up the wall. Do not hold any direction on the D-pad and you will land right next to a 
lamppost. 



Continue right and watch out for the falling path. You will eventually come to two monitors with 
10-rings and a shield. Jump on the red spring and hold right on the D-pad. Be careful of the 
breakaway platform at the top or you will fall back down. Go to the right side of the platform, 
and jump on the floating platform. Jump to three more platforms to the right, then make a blind 
jump (when you cant see the ledge you are jumping to) to the right to land on the ledge. 
Continue to the right, and walk through the lamppost. 

Be careful not to step on the yellow spring after crossing the log. Jump over the spring and fall 
down a long way to the bottom. If you walk to the right, there is a "past" lamppost you can use 
to go to the past. Walk to the right until you get to a platform with a yellow spring on it. Jump 
on it and hold to the right to get to another yellow spring. Land on the ledge to the right. Fall off 
the right-hand ledge, and boost yourself up the hill with the yellow spring. Run down the hill and 
up the ledge so the screen turns and shoots sonic up the wall. You should land near a lamppost 
with a "past" lamppost right above it . Go right from the lamppost and get the 10-ring monitor. 
When you go up the hill, Princess Sally should be waiting there for you to give you a hug. 
Continue right to the goal. 

Zone II 

At the beginning of the round, use the yellow spring on the left and fall off the ledge to the right. 
Be careful if you hit any of the springs, because you want to stay on the lowest path. Keep 
heading right through the loop and past the waterfall. At the far right, you will come upon a set 
of red springs. Jump on the second one. When you land on the platform directly above you, 
jump up to the platform on the upper right. Continue right, past the yellow spring. You need to 
gain speed as you go down the hill to make it through the loop. Go through the circle path to 
gain momentum for the big jump. If at all possible, try to land on the ledge with the palm tree 
with the spring right behind it. Walk right from this point. There will be a swinging platform on 
the right side of the platform. Jump on the platform, and jump over the two yellow springs to the 
right. Pick up the shield monitor and continue right. If you need it, there is an invincibility 
monitor on the top platform. 

Jump over the "future" lamppost, and land on a platform with a log on the right. Keep heading 
right past the lamppost. Jump on the yellow spring and land ona small green platform. Jump in 
the hole in the wall to your right, and sonic will go through some speed tubes. To the right to the 
exit of the tube is the goal. 

Zone III 

At the beginning of the round, have sonic walk right and pick up the rings. Jump up to the 
platform, and walk left to pick up more rings. Jump on the red spring. When you land on the 
platform, walk right and get the invincibility monitor. Continue to the right and fall off two 
ledges (making sure to run up the hill from the first ledge). Continue walking right until you 
come to two loops in a row. When you go through them, you will encounter the first Dr. 
Robotnik boss. To beat him, you must hit the black part of the bubble Dr. Robotnik is in. All it 



takes is three hits to defeat him. After he flies away, do your Super Peel-out and race through the 
loop. Go down the chute and hit the orb with black and yellow stripes to beat the goal. 

Collision Chaos 
Zone I 

When you run towards the right side, you will see Princess Sally. Go right until you see the path 
that is blocked by spikes. If you wait a second, Metal Sonic will fly through the spikes and take 
princess Sally away. Race down the tube and try to land on the silver platform on the way down. 
Jump to the right, and don't bother with the Speed Shoes Monitor. You don't need them. Use 
the red spring to the top. If you want a Shield Monitor, hit the red spring on the platform (it will 
also make Sonic eligible to go to the past). Go up to the platform on the right, and jump up to 
the level above the bumper. Keep jumping from platform to platform towards the right. Go into 
the shaft. 

When you come out of the shaft, you should go to the lowest platform to the right of where you 
shot out of the tube. Walk right on the path until you get to the red spring. When you hit the 
third spring, hold right on the D-pad to land in a area with bumpers and a 90 degree hill on your 
right. Use the red spring to run up the hill and land on the platform on the right with the red 
spring and pinball flipper. Use the flipper to get over the right side wall. Don't go over too far to 
the right. You should land in a chute with rings in it. Go through the chute and land on the 
platform with the yellow spring on it. Use the yellow spring to bounce to the right over the 
spikes. You will eventually go up a small hill. 

You can fall down the shaft and get a few coins. Continue on the same path to the right. Do 
not jump on the red spring. If you want to go to the past, jump on the yellow spring and go back 
and forth on the loop to time warp. If not, then keep going to the right. Fall down the ledge, but 
don't let the spring push you up the hill. Stay at the bottom and keep moving right, past the 
moving spiked balls. Go past the lamppost, and up the chute. Step on the yellow spring and use 
the flipper to catapult you to the far right. This is a huge area with a lot of circular bumpers and 
red springs at the bottom. Go to the far right and at the bottom is the goal. 

Zone II 

At the beginning of the round, walk right. Fall down the tube with the rings in it, and let Sonic 
fall into the room with the red springs. Don't bother breaking the red orbs above you. You can in 
the shaft on your right. Land on the lower right ledge and continue right, past (the "Past" 
lamppost). Use the yellow spring to boost you up the hill. If you push right, you can walk 
through the secret path in the wall. Go down to get a shield monitor, and then go up to the top. 
Use the red spring to bounce to the top. At the top, fall down the right side of the hill. At the 
lowest point, go right on the small green platforms. Be careful of the grasshoppers, and continue 
right. Jump over the "future" lamppost, but make sure to go through the regular lamppost 
right next to it. Continue right past the spiked balls. 

Go up the chute, and continue right along the bottom path. At the far right, use the red springs 
to boost yourself up to the pinball flipper. Then use the pinball flipper on the left side to jump on 



the right side with the yellow spring and bumper. Go into the chute on the right. Break the red 
balls, and go into the first chute on the right. 

When you get to the lower right platform, you can walk through the wall. Get the shield monitor 
on the lower right. Then continue up and jump on the red spring. Run down the ledge you land 
on to the right and you will see the little green platforms again. Jump to the right. You can either 
use the red plungers or the pinball flipper to go to the right. Go to the bottom path, and watch 
out for the spikes coming out of the ground. Go through the chute, and the goal is to the right. 

Zone III 

At the beginning of this round, walk right and collect the rings on the ledge. Then go into the 
chute. After you pick up the 10-ring monitor, jump into the chute below you. Be careful of the 
spikes, and walk right. Hit the silver barrier to make it explode and disappear. When you hit the 
red spring, you will be in Dr. Robotnik's pinball maze. You must make it to the top where a 
platform will appear beneath you. Then you have to jump up and hit Dr. Robotnik three times to 
defeat him. 

Tidal Tempest 
Zone I 

At the start, have Sonic run down the steep hill. When you fall into the water, stay on the left side 
to fall into the tube. When you come out of the tube, grab an air bubble, and walk right. Walk to 
the far right, and you will get a shield monitor. Jump up, and you will get caught in a current that 
will sweep you up to the top. Step on the switch, and continue up and right. Don't step on the 
yellow spring. Keep going right and step on the yellow spring on the far right. Land on the right 
hand ledge, and go up the stairs to the right. Keep going to the right, and watch out for the green 
dragonflies. Walk over the lamppost, and jump to the ledge on the right. Continue to the right, 
and jump over the next gap. Keep going to the right until you come to a huge gap with a 
"future" lamppost on the other side of the wall. Go down the pit and you will land in water. 
Walk to the right and look for the tube. On top of the tube is a yellow spring. Use it to jump to 
the right (hold right the whole length of the jump). You should land next to a wall. Proceed 
right and be careful of the spiked ball on the chain. Keep going from platform to platform until 
you see water squirting up from the floor. To the right is the goal. 

Zone II 

When you start off, the wall will push you to the right. Jump through the waterfall, and hopefully 
you will land on a ledge that has a 10-ring monitor and a shield monitor. Jump onto the ledge in 
the middle of the waterfall. Then fall down the pit towards the left side wall. When you land on 
the blue ledge, jump to the right to reach the platform. Have Sonic run down the hill, and watch 
out for the spiked ball. Keep going down towards the right until you see a blue face spitting out 
blue fireballs. To the right, there are big moving blue blocks below the fireballs. You have to fall 
down and go right. When underneath the water, fall toward the right until you see a lamppost on 
the ledge. Go through it and continue to the right. Jump on the yellow springs to go to the top. 



At the top, step on a switch on the left to open a doorway to a room with two 10-ring monitors. 
Continue to the right and fall straight down the ledge to not get hit by the blue fireballs. 

Proceed right and fall down the ledges to the right. When you fall all the way down, Sonic will be 
submerged under water. There is an invincibility monitor, and a 10-ring monitor to the left. Walk 
right, jumping over the switches. 

You will come to a log floating on the water. Jump on it and the water will rise. The log will 
move to the left and right when you push the D-pad in that direction. When you get to the top, 
jump on the switch and then jump in the water. Fall down the left side of the wall and step on the 
switch at the bottom. Step on the other switch to the right to activate the current. Go right or 
you will be swept away in the current. When Sonic grabs onto the pole, push up on the D-pad to 
move him up. Then use your jump button to let go. Continue right, past the moving blocks. Be 
sure to pick up air along the way. Jump on the yellow spring to boost yourself on top of the 
moving blocks. From here, go left onto the path with the yellow spring. Shoot yourself up the 
passageway with no water to get to the upper right ledge. To the right is the goal. 

Zone III 

When you start out, run down the hill to the right. Keep going down and to the right as far as 
you can. When you get to 10-rings on top of each other, go up. At the top, go right and jump 
on Dr. Robotnik as he goes down the chute. The object is to chase him. When you see the 
invincibility monitor, grab it, and go for Robotnik. He will lead you to a room where bubbles will 
form around his machine he is riding in. Here, you are supposed to jump and hit the bubbles 
without getting hit by the white balls coming from the bottom of his ship. Once you can jump 
through the bubbles, hit his ship once to defeat him. 

Quartz Quadrant 
Zone I 

When you start off, walk to the right and jump on the green moving platform above you. Take 
one more platform up to the top and jump to the right. Walk to the right, and you will see a 
moving platform with a glowing arrow on a sign. If you move in front of it, the sign will change 
direction, as well as the walkway. Continue right along the top of the ledge until you see a 
"past" lamppost and a moving platform. Jump on the moving platform to the right and keep 
heading right. Go into the chute on the right. When you land on the right ledge, walk up the hill 
and through the lamppost. Keep Heading right into the green area with the sky in the 
background. Jump over the pit and keep heading right. When you go to the far right, you will hit 
a yellow spring that will catapult you to the right side. Jump up to the platform with two yellow 
springs on it, and then jump up to a high ledge with four rings ina chute. Jump into the chute, 
and let it shoot you to the bottom. On the bottom floor of the huge open area, head right to the 
goal. 

Zone II 



When you start off, walk right and fall down the small gap. When you land on the ledge, walk 
right on the moving platform. Behind the green crystal is a yellow spring. Use it to jump up to 
the upper right. On the ledge is a shield monitor. Underneath it is a red spring you will need to 
use to jump the wall to your right. Run down the hill and stop before you hit the red spring. 
Instead, jump on the yellow springs above you. Go into the small chute on the right. The yellow 
spring will safely bounce you to a ledge on the upper right. Keep going right, past the green 
bendable bridge. Walk through the lamppost and you will come to a red ledge. Make a blind 
jump to the right and land on a green and red ledge. Jump to the top and jump on the small green 
platform to the right. Keep jumping from platform to platform to the right. You will see a small 
green platform to the lower right. Jump on it, and then jump up to the ledge with the yellow 
spring. Use the spring to go to the chute in the upper right. 

When you go through the chute, you will also go through a see-through twisty chute. Once you 
land on the bottom ledge, walk right. Jump on the red spring on the far right. Clear the spikes at 
the top of the jump, and land in a path with a shield monitor. Get it and jump on the red spring to 
the right. Cross over the lamppost and jump the big chasm to the right (where the "future" 
lamppost is). Go into the chute on the right and you should end up in another chute. When out 
of the tube, drop down and go right to the goal. 

Zone III 

When you begin this level, hit the red spring and Sonic end up on a yellow spring. Bounce to the 
right, to a ledge with a 10-ring monitor. If you want to find another 10-ring monitor and a 1-up 
monitor, use the yellow spring to bounce off the ceiling while moving to the right. Drop off the 
ledge, and then fall straight down to the bottom. Walk to the right until you come to a dead end 
with a red spring. Jump on it. You will jump high enough on it to land on a ledge. Once on the 
ledge, walk to the right and jump across the gap to get the 10-ring monitor and invincibility 
monitor. Fall down the ledge and you will land on a path moving toward the right. Hit the 10- 
ring monitor and continue right to find Dr. Robotnik. The trick to defeat the evil Robotnik is only 
to hit him once. After you hit him, he will lower his ship with the yellow and black stripes 
towards the bottom of the screen. Stay as close to Robotnik as possible. When the orb lowers 
down, push left for a quick second and hit your jump button to avoid the spikes at the left and the 
spiked balls on the right. Run back over to Robotnik and repeat the procedure until the floor of 
Robotniks machine gets too hot and explodes. 

Wacky Workbench 
Zone I 

At the beginning of this round, run to the right and fall down the ledge. Keep going to the right 
and use the yellow spring to shoot you up the ledge. You will now see the checkered blinking 
floor. When you touch it, you can bounce very high into the air. You must use the floor to get 
you through the level quicker. As soon as you touch the floor, press right on the D-pad. It is 
programmed into the game so you will pass through some platforms. Just walk off of them and 
press right on the way down. At the far right is the goal. 

Zone II 



At the beginning, jump on the gray platform and Sonic will move fast on the platform to the right. 

If you do not touch the D-pad, Sonic will pick up a lot of rings. At the bottom, there will be a big 
wall in the way. Use a spring to boost yourself up to a moving platform. Use the platforms to get 
to the upper left. The yellow spring will boost you up the chute. Walk right and you will go into 
another chute. Jump off the spinning wheel to the right and drop off the ledge. Watch out for the 
line of spiked balls floating around. Continue to the right to more ledges you have to go down. 

At the bottom is a 10-ring monitor. Walk to the right and go through the lamppost. Be careful 
of the wiring in the background. When it starts to flicker, get out of the way. Drop down to the 
glowing floor, and bounce yourself up high to the right If you get stuck on the orange beam, 
jump when you are on the side of the beam you want to get off on. On the far lower right, there 
is a passageway you have to go through. Go down the ledges and walk through the lamppost. 
Keep going down and to the right, until you get to two spinning wheels on top of each other. 
Exit on the top wheel to the right . Use the glowing floor to boost yourself up to the ledge in the 
upper right. To the right is the goal. 

Zone III 

Run to the right, and use the glowing floor to jump up high in the air to moving platforms (make 
sure you jump in the middle of the pathway going up. Jump over the wall, and continue to the far 
right. In the lower right corner is where you will find Dr. Robotnik. Jump up and hit Robotnik 
once to make him run. Avoid the boulders as best as you can. When the three big chunks fall on 
the ground, jump on the one in the middle. When they spring up, jump on the platform above 
you(it helps to jump to another block on the way up). Repeat the procedure for a few floors. 
Soon spikes will come down on you. When you see Robotnik at the top, jump and hit him one 
last time to defeat him. NOTE: When you hit Robotnik, he does not flash when you hit him, so 
don't worry. 

Stardust Speedway 
Zone I 

At the beginning of the round, look for the yellow springs hidden behind the horns. You can 
usually get a few rings if you find these. Walk to the right, and jump over the gap. When you see 
the red and white striped bar, it will shoot you along the path. When you stop, jump over the 
yellow spring and try to jump over the spiked ball. Drop down the ledge on the right. Run to the 
right on the ledge you land on and jump from platform to platform to the right. There should be a 
yellow spring that pops up to boost you up the hill. Once on top of the hill, go to the ledge on the 
right and drop off to the right. You should land on a ledge that is blocked off by another ledge 
with a yellow picture of a blue ball at the top. If you cannot continue on the ledge, jump up to the 
sign and make it flip over. Then you can continue on the same path. To the right is a lamppost 
and a red spring . Jump on the spring and boost yourself up to the ledge with the red and white 
striped bar on it. 



Keep going to the right, but do not touch the speed bump (the silver bump on the floor which 
makes Sonic run fast), and let the spring boost you up the hill. If you like, grab the speed shoe 
monitor, and continue right. Go to the far right through the loop. Touch the blue dot sign to 
continue on the same path. Go through another blue dot sign and jump to the ledge on the upper 
right (with the "future" lamppost on it). Continue to the far right, over the criss-cross path. 
You will go down the hill, and land on a red spring. Use it to bounce to the ledge on the right. 
Follow the path to the goal. 

Zone II 

At the beginning of this zone, walk right and jump up two levels. Walk to the right and jump to 
the platform on the far right. You will land in a chute that will take you for a ride. When you hit 
the yellow spring, you will land on a small platform. Fall down the ledge and you will land on 

some criss-cross platforms. Go to the right and jump up on the ledge. Jump over the "future" 
lamppost. Fall off the ledge to the right and walk right. Jump over the gap and try not to touch 
the gray speed bump. Keep going to the right, jumping over the gaps. You will come to a red 
spring facing towards the left. Fall down the gap to the bottom and continue right. You will go 
through a loop, but don't run too fast. At the far right (where another red spring is), jump up the 
ledge. Continue right until you come to an area with a lot of shooters( the gray blocks with the 
red spring in the middle that shoots Sonic out at high speed). Try to get to the right side where 

the lamppost is. 

Fall down the small gap and run to the right side. You will go through a loop, so continue 
running towards the right. You will come to a chute. Keep holding right until you cant go right 

any more. In the tube next to the one you are in, on the left, go up one level of the chute on the 
right to find the goal. 

Zone III 

At the beginning, grab the 10-ring monitor and walk right. At the far right, you will see Metal 
Sonic standing there with his arms crossed. Be sure to stand on the right of him, so the laser Dr. 

Robotnik fires on you does not hit Sonic. When the door opens, the race is on. The object is to 
stay in between Metal Sonic and Dr. Robotnik and his death laser. If you run ahead of Metal 
Sonic, he will come flying towards you. Sometimes you can jump over him, but you have to keep 
your eyes open. When you run down a hill, remember that another upward hill is coming up. 
There are ledges at the top that you can jump to (if you run fast enough up a hill and jump), but it 
is easier to go along the path. You need to have enough room between Sonic and Metal Sonic so 
you can run up the hill. Always be watching for Robotnik's death laser, which can kill you even if 
you have rings or not. 

If you are not going fast enough to run up the hill, you can jump over the hill before Sonic starts 
moving up the hill, You can be walking very slowly at the bottom, but it must be timed perfectly. 
When you reach two hills of the same height (about one and a quarter to one and a half minutes 
into the zone), you have to run past Metal Sonic and run into the doorway first to rescue Princess 
Sally and beat the level. 



Metallic Madness 
Zone I 

At the beginning, walk to the right and look for gray spheres that make a platform. Jump on it 
when it is horizontal, and continue right. Jump on the red spring to boost yourself up to a ledge 
with a shield monitor on it. Jump to the ledge on the right. You will see a yellow spring with red 
springs to the right. You must jump in between the red springs and continue right. Jump over the 
"past" lamppost and be careful of the dual spinning saw blades. Be sure to walk right only when 
it is safe. On the right, there will be a catapult with a yellow spiked ball on the other end. As 
soon as you land on it, jump to the ledge on the right. Pick up the shield monitor, and jump 
across the gap to the lamppost. Walk down the ledge and use the yellow spring to go to the 
upper right ledge. Be sure to hit the killer bee in the body, not the swinging spiked ball. You will 
now see small flipping platforms connected to a purple rope. Try to make it to the right side. If 
you fall, continue to the right past the lamppost. Do not touch the "past" lamppost. Continue 
to the far right, and fall down the chute with the four coins in it to find the goal. 

Zone II 

When you start this round, walk to the right, and watch out for the two gray blocks moving up 
and down. Stand on the one on the right, and jump up to the level above you. Where you see the 
red spring, use it to jump to the gray block right above you. If you jump on the spinning wheel to 
the right, Jump off of it when Sonic is at the top of the wheel. You will land on a ledge with a red 
spring. Walk to the right and a pathway will open up with a chute in it. Step on the switch on the 
right, and drop into the chute. While in the chute, you will come to a four-way passage. Press 
down to take the lower chute. Once out of the tube, walk right past the moving silver piston. 
Drop down the ledge, then jump on the red spring at the bottom. Hold right on the D-pad the 
entire jump. You should land on a platform with a blue saw blade enemy and walk right. There 
will be a ledge with a yellow spring on wheels moving back and forth. Stand in the middle of the 
platform and jump when the spring moves toward you (jump in between the spikes in the ceiling). 
Go towards the right side and watch out for the moving silver block. Walk through the lamppost 
and continue right. 

There is a bomb creature on the right, so be careful. Through the passageway there will be 
another chute to drop in. At the four-way intersection, push right on the D-pad. When out of the 
tube, walk right and jump on the red spring. Land on the platform and walk to the left. Jump 
over the "future" lamppost and use the red spring to jump to the right. Use the next yellow 
spring to jump to the right. Continue right along the path, and walk through the next lamppost. 
If you continue to the far right. If you continue to the far right, there will be a bar with a laser on 
the other side of it. From here, walk left and drop down the breakaway ledge. Keep going down 
as far as you can, and you will see two gray and blue sticks with a chain attached to them (right 
next to a "future" lamppost). When you jump on top of one, the other will move ahead of you. 
Use them to go to the right and jump on the ledge. Go past the bombman, and you will see a 
white laser. Walk into it to Shrink Sonic. 



Walk right and drop down the chute. Hit the red spring and use the blocks to jump to the right 
(it is easiest to jump to the top block from the block on the far left). On the far right, Jump on the 
red spring to the upper left. Use the moving yellow spring to go up the chute above you. You 
will need to use three more red springs to get to the top. Proceed left and drop down the ledge. 
Go to the right and jump on the red spring. Continue along the purple path and drop down to the 
bottom. Go left, not through the doorway. On the far right past the bombman, there will be 
another chute with a lamppost next to it. 

Go through the chute and proceed right. Jump on the moving red spring toward the right side of 
the screen. When you enter the room, have Sonic look up to the ceiling that is coming down 
toward him. You have to jump up in the dark shaded area of five different platforms to make it to 
the top. Run to the right to the goal. 

Zone III 

Walk to the right and drop down the ledge with the spikes and invincibility monitor. To the right 
in another room, there is a spiked ceiling coming down on you. Keep jumping through the shaded 
areas to make it to the top. Continue to the right until you see mini spinning platforms. You 
must use theses to go to the upper right corner. Pick up the shield monitor and use the spinning 
silver platform in the middle of the room to go behind the spinning shutters and let the moving 
spiked wall go by you. Continue right until you are trapped in a room with a lightning bug. You 
have to hit him when he is low and shooting his laser. Take care of two more lightning bugs the 
same way and continue right. When you see Dr. Robotnik in his machine, the object is to hit him 
in between the blocks sticking out of his spaceship. It is best to hit him when he lowers down 
towards you. You have to hit the bubble part of his ship four times to defeat him and watch the 
cool ending to Sonic CD. 

tips by Ric 
Silva 
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